
 

 

Huge satisfaction and optimisHuge satisfaction and optimisHuge satisfaction and optimisHuge satisfaction and optimism round off the 14m round off the 14m round off the 14m round off the 14thththth    edition of the edition of the edition of the edition of the Salone Salone Salone Salone 

del Mobile.Milano Moscow del Mobile.Milano Moscow del Mobile.Milano Moscow del Mobile.Milano Moscow     
 

The 2018 edition of the Salone del Mobile.Milano Moscow closed on an extremely positive 

note. The interest and enthusiasm of the attendees was ample reward for the exhibiting 

companies, which have continued to have faith and invest in a strategic market that has 

an enormous regard for Italy and is unfailingly hungry for more. 
 

The 14th edition of the Salone del Mobile.Milano Moscow, which closed on Saturday at the 

Crocus Expo-2 international exhibition centre in Moscow, proved yet again to be the leading 

furnishing and quality furnishing accessories trade fair on Russian territory, exceeding all 

expectations in terms of drawing in and meeting the needs of all representatives of a sector 

eager to dialogue and open to interface.  

 

Target predictions were confirmed, with 19191919,,,,542 542 542 542 professional attendees professional attendees professional attendees professional attendees (++++9.9.9.9.1% 1% 1% 1% compared 

with 2017), while press and communication operator numbers were up 32.32.32.32.3%.3%.3%.3%.    

    

Claudio Luti, President of the Salone del MobileClaudio Luti, President of the Salone del MobileClaudio Luti, President of the Salone del MobileClaudio Luti, President of the Salone del Mobile, had this to say: “We are ending the 

fourteenth edition of the Salone del Mobile.Milano Moscow on a particularly high note. We 

believed in it. We invested in it. Our impression is that everyone took on board our wish to 

do everything we could to maintain our leadership position in this part of the world. We 

adopted a new display format to showcase a selection of top products, enabling the 

companies to fully express their identities, as they do in Milan, and increased the 

opportunities for interface with skilled professionals who made their appreciation of good 

design manifest.”  

 

170 170 170 170 foreign foreign foreign foreign sectoral professionalssectoral professionalssectoral professionalssectoral professionals, selected and invited by the Italian Trade Agency ICE, 

took part in 4,400 B2B meetings during the trade fair, underscoring the fact that the event 

constitutes a fundamental opportunity for familiarisation with the products and the exhibiting 

companies. 

 

The Italian Embassy in Moscow played an important supporting role during the week of the 

Salone, also hosting the Triple I – Italian Imaginative Innovators event, sending another 

strong signal of the desire to create a system also at institutional level.  

 

“The edition that has just closed could be seen as the relaunch edition for Made in Italy 

furnishing on the Russian market, which clearly still presents tremendous opportunities for 

growth for our businesses. The satisfaction of the exhibitors, the huge interest of the 

institutions and the wholehearted support of the Italian Trade Agency ICE are all factors 

that encourage us to continue to invest in this important event, geared to making Russian 

one of the leading outlet markets for our furnishings once more,” said Emanuele OrsiniEmanuele OrsiniEmanuele OrsiniEmanuele Orsini,,,,    

President ofPresident ofPresident ofPresident of    Federlegno Arredo EventiFederlegno Arredo EventiFederlegno Arredo EventiFederlegno Arredo Eventi. 



 

 

 

 

The SaloneSatellite MoscowSaloneSatellite MoscowSaloneSatellite MoscowSaloneSatellite Moscow    also marked its 14th editionononon: 36 36 36 36 young designers young designers young designers young designers from Russia 

and the former Soviet Republics presented products combining creativity, research and 

innovation with Russian tradition and its guiding spirit. Award winners Anna Strupinskaia, Anna Strupinskaia, Anna Strupinskaia, Anna Strupinskaia, 

Dina AkkubekovDina AkkubekovDina AkkubekovDina Akkubekovaaaa    andandandand    Ivan BasovIvan BasovIvan BasovIvan Basov    have been invited to take part in the upcoming edition of have been invited to take part in the upcoming edition of have been invited to take part in the upcoming edition of have been invited to take part in the upcoming edition of 

SaloneSatelliteSaloneSatelliteSaloneSatelliteSaloneSatellite,    which will be held under the umbrella of the Salone del Mobile.Milano, from from from from 

9999thththth    to 14to 14to 14to 14thththth    April 2019.April 2019.April 2019.April 2019.    

 

The fascinating and packed Master ClassesMaster ClassesMaster ClassesMaster Classes provided opportunities for reflection and 

discussion around design-related issues with three leading figures on the Italian architectural 

and design scene, who shared their personal thoughts on “imaginary living.” Ferruccio Ferruccio Ferruccio Ferruccio 

LavianiLavianiLavianiLaviani, Fabio NovembreFabio NovembreFabio NovembreFabio Novembre    and    Mario BelliniMario BelliniMario BelliniMario Bellini discussed their individual creative approaches 

and global design experiences, reiterating the value of Made in Italy and steering the 

audience in the direction of new ideas. Lastly, the Work TalkWork TalkWork TalkWork Talk audience was wowed by 

renowned Russian interior designer Katerina Katerina Katerina Katerina LashmanovaLashmanovaLashmanovaLashmanova’s lively and innovative approach.     
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